Building Construction Industry

MATERIAL CONVEYING
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Production technology for recycled cellulose insulation as well as machine manufacturing for precast concrete production.

We offer complete production technology to meet your specific demands in the building construction industry. We are specialized in recycled cellulose insulation production technologies and machinery. Makron has developed these production lines through the input from our long-term customers. We also manufacture machines for precast concrete production for the machinery technology provider Elematic as a subcontracting partner.

MATERIAL CONVEYING

Our complete production lines include belt conveyors for paper raw material. After pre-crushing, the material is conveyed by pipe. Our pipelines also include blowers and cyclones.

What Makron does
Makron delivers special belt conveyors for paper raw material and final product packages. Makron also delivers pipes, cyclones, blowers and air filters for the conveyor system.
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